100% Information Literacy Success (100% Success Series)
100% INFORMATION LITERACY SUCCESS teaches you to develop crucial information skills to succeed in college and the workplace. This book is designed to actively help you develop skills beyond the classroom, focusing on those skills necessary for twenty-first-century learners and workers. Using hands-on learning activities and real-world applications, the text will teach you how to determine the nature and extent of information needed to solve a problem, how to access the information effectively, how to evaluate the information found, how to use the information for a specific purpose, and how to communicate the information effectively and legally.
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**Customer Reviews**

great price. got it for a class text book... exactly what I expected

Great product, good taste, high quality. Blends well for smoothies and great for brownies.

eh. school book.

as advertised

Good Book, I guess. I actually returned it because it was the wrong edition I needed for school.
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